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DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF A NEW BOUNDARY-LAYER RAKE

FOR FLIGHT TESTING

Trong T. Bui* and David L. Oates _

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center

Edwards, California

Jose C. Gonsalez +

Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Brookpark, Ohio

Abstract

A new boundary-layer rake has been designed and

built for flight testing on the NASA Dryden Flight

Research Center F-15B/Flight Test Fixture. A feature

unique to this rake is its curved body, which allows pitot

tubes to be more densely clustered in the near-wall

region than conventional rakes allow. This curved rake

design has a complex three-dimensional shape that

requires innovative solid-modeling and machining

techniques. Finite-element stress analysis of the new

design shows high factors of safety. The rake has passed

a ground test in which random vibration measuring

12 g rms was applied for 20 min in each of the three

normal directions. Aerodynamic evaluation of the rake
has been conducted in the NASA Glenn Research

Center 8 x 6 Supersonic Wind Tunnel at Mach 0-2. The

pitot pressures from the new rake agree with

conventional rake data over the range of Mach numbers

tested. The boundary-layer profiles computed from the
rake data have been shown to have the standard

logarithmic-law profile. Skin friction values computed

from the rake data using the Clauser plot method agree
with the Preston tube results and the van Driest II

compressible skin friction correlation to approximately

_+5percent.
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tAerospace Engineering Technician.
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Nomenclature

electronically scanned pressure

factor of safety

Flight Test Fixture

9 x 15 Low-Speed Wind Tunnel

outer diameters

8 x 6 Supersonic Wind Tunnel

logarithmic-law constant, B = 5

skin friction coefficient transformed into

the incompressible plane by the
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van Driest effective velocity
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Subscripts
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wall friction
velocity, u_ = ^[_"

normal distance from the wall

+ P_u,tY
distance in wall units, y -

logarithmic-law constant, K = 0.41

viscosity coefficient
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shear stress

adiabatic-wall conditions

conventional rake used in wind-tunnel

testing

e edge of boundary layer

new new rake

pitot pitot tube readings

tunnel total wind-tunnel total conditions

w wall conditions

Introduction

A new boundary-layer rake has been designed and

built for flight testing on the F-15B/Flight Test Fixture

(FTF). 1 The F-15B/FTF is an aerodynamics and fluid

dynamics research test bed at NASA Dryden Flight

Research Center (Edwards, California). Figure 1 shows

the F-15B/FTF in flight; the FTF is the black, vertical,

fin-like shape mounted on the centerline of the F-15B

lower fuselage. Primarily made of composite materials,

the FTF was designed for flight research at Mach

numbers to a maximum of Mach 2.0.

The new boundary-layer rake has been designed for

the in-flight evaluation of skin friction gages. In this

upcoming experiment, the skin friction gages will be

mounted on the surface of the FTF together with the

boundary-layer rake and a Preston tube. The flight
conditions will be chosen so that the flow over the FTF

approximates simple fiat-plate flow, allowing good

estimates of the skin friction to be obtained using the

Clauser plot method 2 and the Preston tube method. 3
These estimates will then be used to evaluate the

performance of the skin friction gages in flight.

To determine the boundary-layer momentum

thickness, high-resolution survey of the turbulent

boundary layer is needed. Also, the Clauser plot method

requires a good clustering of probes in the logarithmic-

law region. The new boundary-layer rake has been

designed to satisfy these requirements. A feature unique

to this rake is its curved rake body, which allows the

pitot tubes to be more densely clustered in the near-wall

region than current rakes allow. The new rake is also

more compact than existing canted rake designs.

This paper provides a description of the new rake

design. The solid-modeling and machining techniques
used in the fabrication of this new rake are also

described. Finite-element stress analysis and ground
vibration test results are discussed. To evaluate the

aerodynamics characteristics of the rake, a wind-tunnel
test has been conducted in the NASA Glenn Research

Center (Cleveland, Ohio) § 8 x 6 Supersonic Wind

Tunnel (SWT) at Mach numbers ranging from Mach 0

to Mach 2. Representative wind-tunnel test results are

provided.

Note that use of trade names or names of

manufacturers in this document does not constitute an

official endorsement of such products or manufacturers,

either expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration.

Rake Design and Fabrication Technique

The design of the new, curved, boundary-layer rake

resulted from considering different configurations

(fig. 2). The rakes in this figure are shown as viewed

from an upstream, edge-on position.

Rake A is a conventional, vertical design that has been

extensively used in wind-tunnel and flight testing.

Probes can not be clustered too closely in the near-wall

Figure 1. NASA Dryden F-15B/FTF in flight. §Formerly NASA Lewis Research Center.
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Figure 2. Rake designs considered.

region of this rake design because of interference

effects; therefore, the rake resolution in the near-wail

region could be insufficient. Rake B was designed to

overcome this problem. This rake is canted at an angle

to the surface, which allows smaller probe spacing in the
vertical direction near the wail than rake A allows. The

major drawbacks of this approach are that the boundary

layer is assumed to be uniform over a large span-wise

region, and that the canted rake requires additional room
to install and interferes with or obscures other

instrumentations nearby. As an example, the canted rake
that has been used on the FTF covers as much as 5 in. in

the span-wise direction.

A new semicanted rake design, rake C, was

considered in which the canted portion covers only the

near-wall region and the rake becomes vertical away

from the wail where the tight probe spacing is not

needed. This design retains the desirable probe

clustering feature of rake B in the near-wall region but is

much more compact in the span-wise direction.

Unfortunately, the sharp angles in the rake C design

present manufacturing and structural problems.

Rounding out the sharp angles in rake C led to the

rake D design. The curved lower portion of rake D

allows tighter probe clustering in the vertical direction

than was possible with the canted rakes. The lower

portion is smoothly blended into the vertical upper

portion of the rake, resulting in a compact rake with

very good probe clustering characteristics in the near-

wall region.

Note that the pitot probes in rakes B-D are distributed

over a distance in the span-wise direction. These rake

designs should be used only when the boundary layer is

expected to be homogeneous in the span-wise direction.

Several possible design variations exist to rake D.

Total pressure probes can be replaced by other sensors,

such as total temperature probes, that will allow a

distribution of fluid dynamic properties other than total

pressures to be measured. The circular arc in the curved

portion of the rake can be replaced by other geometrical
shapes (parabola, hyperbola, and so forth) to allow more

control in the degree of probe clustering in the near-wall

region. Additionally, a second curved section can be

used above the rake. This modification will allow probes

to be tightly clustered at both of the upper and lower

ends of the rake, thereby resolving both boundary layers

at the two solid walls in the flow (for example, internal
fluid flows in inlets, ducts, and nozzles).

New Rake Design

Figure 3 shows a three-view engineering drawing of

the new rake design. The new rake consists of a
horizontal rake pedestal, a vertical probe support, and an

array of total pressure probes. The rake pedestal is

mounted flush with the surface to be surveyed. The

vertical probe support consists of a curved lower portion

and a straight vertical upper portion. An array of total

pressure probes is mounted along the upstream edge of

the vertical probe support.

Current analysis of botmdary-layer velocity profiles
on the FTF collected during past F-15B flight tests 1

shows that the logarithmic-law region extends

approximately 0.5 in. above the surface of the FTF. As a

result, the probes are spaced on the curved portion of the

new rake such that approximately ten probes are located

in the first 0.5 in., spaced approximately two probe outer

diameters (OD) apart. The remaining probes on the rake

are spaced approximately 3.75 OD apart. These

spacings will provide good probe clustering in the

logarithmic-law region and give good coverage for the
entire FTF turbulent boundary layer.

3
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Figure 3. Detailed three-view drawing of the new curved rake design.
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Gracey has reported that the total pressure reading

from a pitot probe is sensitive to large local flow

angles. 4 To minimize this sensitivity and obtain good

total pressure measurements for a wide range of flow

angles, the tips of the probes can be internally or

externally chamfered. Data previously reported 4 show

that pitot probes with square cut tips are insensitive to

local flow angles of a maximum of _+11 °. For pitot

probes with a 30-deg conical (externally chamfered) tip,

the range of insensitivity increases to -+17.5 °, and a

15-deg conical tip has an even larger range of

insensitivity of _+21 ° . The tips of the probes on the new

rake are chamfered on the outside, resulting in a 26-deg

conical tip. This new rake is expected to be insensitive

to local flow angles of less than _+17.5 ° .

Another important consideration for pitot probes is

the probe centerline displacement effect. When a simple

pitot probe is used in the presence of a total pressure

gradient, the indicated total pressure does not represent

the pressure that exists on the centerline of the tube, but

a slightly higher value. This effect can be interpreted as

the effective centerline of the tube being displaced from

the geometric center toward the direction of higher total

pressure. Reference 5 provides a comprehensive survey

of literature regarding work in this area. The offset

distance can be as large as 0.18 OD for large pitot tubes

with square-cut tips; however, the displacement effect

can be quite small (less than 0.02 OD) for small pitot

tubes with conical tips such as those used in the present

rake. Having an outer diameter of 0.042 in. and a

conical tip, the centerline displacement error for the

pitot probes of the new rake is expected to be less than

0.00084 in. This error is well within the uncertainty of

the actual probe locations.

The thickness of the vertical probe support was

chosen to be 0.25 in. based on an existing rake that had

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics



been used on the F-15B airplane. Gettelman and Kranse

found that the pitot probe support could interfere with

the probe reading. 6 This interference effect is reduced as

the distance between the probe tip and probe support is

increased, and asymptotes to a minimum value for the

ratios of probe length to probe support thickness greater

than 3. In the new rake, the probe tip is located 1.75 in.

upstream of the maximum thickness location of the

support, giving a ratio of pitot probe length to support
thickness of 5.

Rake Fabrication Techniques

Although the curved rake concept described above is

quite simple, the mechanical design and fabrication of

the actual hardware were very challenging. The

three-dimensional design consists of a large number of

curves and angles. In addition, the actual rake needs to

be rugged to withstand supersonic wind-tunnel and

aircraft operation, and provisions need to be made for

routing and installing the pitot tubes. Consequently,

innovative three-dimensional-solid-modeling and

machining techniques were required.

and 0.0075-in. nominal-wall thickness, annealed to one-

half hard condition). As discussed in the New Rake

Design section, the tips of the pitot tubes were

chamfered on the outside to reduce their sensitivity to

local flow angles. Then the probes were inserted into the

rake body. A low-viscosity, single-component,
anaerobic, methacrylate ester adhesive, Loctite ® 609 ¶

was used to hold the pitot tubes in place inside the rake

body. To cushion the pitot tubes and protect them from

vibration during flight, room-temperature-vulcanizing

silicone rubber was applied to the inside of the rake

cavity.

Figure 4 shows the finished rake. The surface of the

rake body was anodized to help protect it from corrosive

effects during high-speed-aircraft and wind-tunnel

operation. Figure 4(a) shows the rake with the cover on.

Figure 4(b) shows the rake with the cover off;

installation and routing inside the rake of the pitot tubes
can be seen in this view.

Starting from a three-view conceptual sketch, a

three-dimensional solid model was constructed using

three-dimensional-solid-modeling software. The same

software was used throughout the entire design and

machining process, ensuring accurate machining of the
rake from the three-dimensional solid model. The actual

rake body needed to be strong and streamlined, and

provisions had to be made for the installation and

routing of the stainless-steel pitot tubes.

After a solid model was created, a computer-

controlled electrical discharge machine was used with a

0.010-in. wire to cut the basic shape of the rake body out

of a solid block of aluminum alloy 2024-T351. (The

residual piece of aluminum with the outside contour of
the rake was saved and used as a fixture for the rake

during subsequent machining work.) The rake was then

machined on a computer-numerically controlled milling

machine. First, the rake pedestal was machined for flush

mounting on a fiat surface. To make room for the

installation of the pitot tubes, a cavity was machined in

several steps inside the rake body. Then, mounting holes

for the pitot tubes were drilled on the rake leading edge,

and the leading edge was tapered to an angle of 18.9 ° .

To close off the cavity in the rake body, an aluminum

rake cover was created using the wire electrical

discharge machine.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

EC 98 44775 04

(a) Rake with cover on.

Figure 4. The new, curved, bonndary-layer rake.

The pitot tubes used in the rake were fabricated from

T304 stainless-steel tubing (0.042-in. outer diameter ¶Locfite Corporation, Rocky Hill, Cormecficut.
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________:_:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________:_:_________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________::_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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__::__::__:_::::_:_:_:::_:_:::_

The factor of safety (FOS), based on the maximum

von Mises stress, was computed for subsonic, transonic,

and supersonic wind-tunnel test conditions (with no

sideslip) from the solutions of the finite-element

analysis. Table 1 shows a summary of the results.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

EC 98 44775 03

(b) Rake with cover off.

Figure 4. Concluded.

Table 1. Minimum factors of safety for wind-tunnel
test conditions.

Mach number Factor of safety

2.0 26

1.8 21

1.6 17

1.4 11

1.2 13

0.9 26

0.6 42

0.4 98

Flight Qualification Analysis and Testing

To determine the structural integrity of the new rake,

finite-element stress analysis was conducted for both

wind-tunnel and aircraft operations. Factors of safety

were computed from the solutions of the finite-element

analysis. Also, a ground vibration test on the rake was

conducted at NASA Dryden.

Finite-Element Stress Analysis

To qualify the rake for supersonic wind-ttmnel

operation, the computer solid model was analyzed using

the COSMOS[Works xM# finite-element analysis

package. Inviscid flow theory was used to obtain the

pressure distribution on the rake body. In the

finite-element analysis, the pressures were specified as

boundary conditions while the base of the rake was held

rigidly fixed. The static stress analysis was conducted

using the fast finite-element (FFE) solver option in

COSMOS/Works TM. This fast, robust, and accurate

finite-element solver provides solutions significantly

faster than standard finite-element direct solvers. The

finite-element mesh used in the analysis was

automatically generated by COSMOS/Works TM using

the default high-quality meshing option.

The stress on the rake is most severe in the transonic

Mach number range. This severe stress is caused by

high pressure from the detached normal shock wave at

the rake leading edge. The minimum FOS ranges from

approximately 10 for transonic Mach numbers to

approximately 100 for low subsonic Mach numbers. As

expected, no structural problems with the rake were

found during the actual supersonic wind- tunnel test.

A similar stress analysis was done for straight and

level flight conditions for the F-15B/FTF. Table 2 shows

a summary of the results. Altitudes from sea level to

45,000 ft were considered at 5,000 ft intervals. At each

altitude, the maximum flight Mach number obtained

from the F-15B_TF flight envelope 1 was used to

calculate the aerodynamic loads and the structural
stresses on the rake.

The FOS ranged from 12 at Mach 1 and an altitude of

10,000 ft to 37 at Mach 2 and an altitude of 45,000 ft.

Because of the high FOS, the rake is expected to survive

F- 15B/FTF straight and level flight operation

throughout the entire flight envelope. The side loads on

the rake and new factors of safety will need to be

determined for flight tests with large angles of attack or

sideslip.

#Structural Research & Analysis Colporation, Los Angeles,
California.
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acceleration on the rake. The rake passed the ground
Table 2. Minimum factors of safety for F-15B/FTF vibration test with no anomalies.

straight and level flight conditions.

Altitude, ft Mach number Factor of safety

0 0.907 16

5,000 0.979 17

10,000 1.057 12

15,000 1.143 12

20,000 1.242 12

25,000 1.356 12

30,000 1.489 13

35,000 1.646 25

40,000 1.829 31

45,000 2.038 37

Ground Vibration Test

Flight equipment on the F-15B/FTF is required at

NASA Dryden to be tested to worst-case operating

conditions. As part of this requirement, a ground

vibration test was conducted on the rake. In this test, the

rake was securely mounted on a vibration table and

random vibration measuring 12 g rms was applied for

20 rain in each of the three normal directions. The

frequency for the vibration test ranged from 15 to

2000 Hz. Accelerometers were affixed to the mounting

fixture and the side of the rake to document the

Wind-Tunnel Testing of the Rake

To evaluate the aerodynamic performance of the new

rake design, two different botmdary-layer rakes were

separately tested in two wind-tunnel tests: the new,

curved rake and a rake representative of a conventional

design. The wind-tunnel tests were conducted in the

NASA Glenn SWT. The first test used the new curved

rake; the second test, which took place one week later,

used the conventional rake. The conventional rake was

used as a check for the new rake. Nearly identical wind-

tunnel flow conditions were used for both tests. Both of

the tests were conducted for Mach numbers ranging

from 0.05 to 2.00.

Description of Facility

Figure 5 shows a plan view of the SWT and 9 x 15

Low-Speed Wind Tunnel (LSWT) complex. The SWT

is an atmospheric tunnel with Mach number capabilities

ranging from 0.0 to 0.1 and 0.25 to 2.0. The test section

has two parts: a solid-wall section and a porous-wall

section. The forward 9-ft, 1-in. section is the solid-wall

supersonic test section. The downstream 14-ft, 5-in.

section is the porous-wall transonic test section.

The test section is housed in a vacuum chamber.

During tunnel operation, the vacuum chamber provides

bleed to the transonic test section through the porosity

E
Flexible wall nozzle --_ _--Screen and honeycomb

Shock doors _ \ \ flow conditioners

,, -'q /\
Jrr 1 _'_Flow High-speeddiffuser Ih Ill _1- fill _- I I=1 I

.... VJ.... 8 x 6 test section
] 0 < M < 0.1 and /_.._.J compressor J / [ [ "

0"25 < M < 2"0--_ / / [ I
/ Drive motor building ¢ ,,I I_

N [ Balance chamber --I housing three / / _,
-\ _t 37.856 ° 29,000 hp / A

E= _ electric motors _ fFIow
oE (_ Grid
"_ _ North Air dryer= building with
o 8 large fanso
<: Screen and honeycomb

flow conditioners 7
Cooler 9 x 15 test section Low s eed

0 < M < 0.2 diffuser

_ ..__-_. H Turn31I /T, tl
"_"_-- Doors, an-_2 _Door 3 I_yl

Doors 4 and 5 Iv
990350

Figure 5. Plan view of the NASA Glenn SWT and LSWT complex.
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holes. This bleed allows regulation of the static pressure
in the test section. During the rake tests, the wall

pressure gradient in the stream-wise direction at the rake

location was found to be negligible for most cases.

The SWT can be run in two modes. In the

aerodynamic, or closed-loop, mode, air is continually

recirculated through the tunnel loop. In the propulsion,

or open-loop, mode, air is drawn in through

doorways 4 and 5 and exhausted through doorways

1 and 2 (fig. 5). Door 3, which is directly at the entrance

of the LSWT (fig. 5), is closed. Because air bypasses the

LSWT in the open-loop mode, model work can occur in

the LSWT while the SWT operates.

During the tests described here, the boundary-layer

rakes were installed on the ceiling and in the supersonic

solid-wall portion of the SWT test section. The SWT

operated in propulsion, or open-loop, mode.

Test Hardware

Figures 6 and 7 show installation photographs of the

two rakes. Also seen in these photographs is the

0.125-in. outer diameter Preston tube, mounted side by
side with the rakes. The outer diameter of the Preston

tube was chosen specifically for the F-15B test
conditions. 7 (Full three-view drawings of the new rake

and the representative conventional rake are shown in

figures 3 and 8, respectively.) Table 3 shows pitot probe

heights for both rakes.

Preston tube

(Original photo courtesy of NASA Glerm Resem'ch Center)

Figure 6. Installation photograph of the new rake and
Preston tube in the SWT.

(Original photo courtesy of NASA Glerm Research Center)

Figure 7. Installation photograph of the representative
conventional rake and Preston tube in the SWT.

Many notable differences exist between the two rakes.

The new rake is curved, whereas the conventional rake

is vertically straight. Pitot tube outer diameters for the

new and conventional rakes are 0.042 and 0.188 in.,

respectively. Pitot tube lengths are 0.5 and 6.0 in. for the

curved and conventional rakes, respectively. The curved

rake pitot tube tips have external chamfers; the

conventional rake pitot tube tips have internal chamfers,

or countersinks. The overall height of the new rake is

2.94 in.; the overall height of the conventional rake is

18.5 in.

Each rake was positioned on the ceiling of the SWT

in the forward, solid-wall portion of the supersonic test

section. The axial location of the pitot tube tips was

83.4 in. downstream of the tunnel zero station (fig. 9).

Each rake was centered along the tunnel centerline in

the span-wise direction. (The curved rake was centered

in the span-wise direction with respect to its

mounting plate.)
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Figure 8. Detailed three-view drawing of the representative conventional boundary-layer rake.
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Figure 9. Elevation of the SWT inlet contraction, flexible wall nozzle, and test section showing the axial location of

the new and conventional boundary-layer rakes.
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Table 3. Probe heights for the boundary-layer
rakes.

Probe height, in.

Probe New rake Conventional rake

1 0.0400 0.25

2 0.0457 0.50

3 0.0628 0.75

4 0.0911 1.00

5 0.1305 1.25

6 0.1805 1.50

7 0.2410 2.00

8 0.3113 2.50

9 0.3909 3.00

10 0.4793 3.50

11 0.5758 4.00

12 0.7900 4.50

13 1.0270 5.50

14 1.2795 6.50

15 1.5400 7.50

16 1.7400 8.50

17 1.9400 9.50

18 2.1400 10.50

19 2.3400 11.50

20 2.5400 12.50

21 2.7400 13.50

22 N/A 14.50

23 N/A 15.50

24 N/A 16.50

25 N/A 17.50

The Preston tube, which has an inner-diameter-to-

outer-diameter ratio of 0.584, was installed at the same

axial location as the boundary-layer rakes. Figure 10
shows the location of the Preston tube as well as the

locations for surface temperature thermocouples and

static pressure taps. The thermocouples and pressure

taps were used to provide local wall temperature and

static pressure data needed in the boundary-layer

analysis. Type "E" or nickel-chromium and copper-

nickel welded thermocouple-junctions were "potted"

into two 0.125-in.-diameter "through holes" in the

tunnel ceiling at the locations shown in figure 10. The

potting material used was an electrically nonconductive

epoxy that allows the thermocouple-junction to sense

the wall surface temperature without electrically

affecting the junction.

Alongside each surface temperature thermocouple

was a 0.032-in.-diameter static pressure tap. One

surface thermocouple and one static pressure tap were

located at axial station 83.4 in. The other thermocouple

and static tap were located 3.0 in. upstream. The

locations of the Preston tube, surface thermocouples,

and static pressure taps were selected to minimize

possible aerodynamic disturbances from the boundary-

layer rakes.

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition

Two instrumentation systems were used to measure

the pressures and temperatures for this wind-tunnel test:

an electronically scanned pressure (ESP) system and an

isothermal thermocouple-junction reference block.

All pressures including the bonndary-layer rake pitot

pressures, the wall static pressures, and the wind-tunnel

total and static pressures were measured using the ESP

system. The ESP system was configured with a
30-1bf/in 2 absolute pressure calibration unit and

_ 15-1bf/in 2 differential pressure modules. The

resolution of the system was configured to be

1000 counts/(lbf/in2).

The master pressure calibration unit in the ESP

system had a 30-1bf/in 2 absolute high-accuracy pressure

transducer. The system uses atmospheric pressure as its

reference pressure. Typical atmospheric pressure at

NASA Glenn is 14.4 lbf/in 2 absolute. The system

automatically calibrates itself every hour, or the test

engineer can initiate a system calibration (for example,

at the beginning of a data acquisition sweep). During a

calibration, solenoid valves send predetermined

pressures to each pressure port of every pressure
module.

For this test, the calibration pressures are 2.4,
2

8.4, 14.4, 21.9, and 29.4 lbf/in absolute, which convert

to -12.0, -6.0, 0.0, 7.5, and 15.0 lbf/in 2 gauge if the

atmospheric pressure is 14.41bf/in 2 absolute. The

absolute pressure transducer in the pressure calibration

unit accurately measures these five individual

10
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Figure 10. Top view of Preston tube, surface temperature thermocouple, and static pressure tap locations with respect

to the new and conventional rakes, superimposed in this figure for illustrative purpose only, and tunnel centerline.

calibration pressures, which are applied to all of the

pressure ports in the modules. The system constructs

calibration curves for every single port of every single
module. The _+15 lbf/in e differential modules have a

measurement range of approximately 0-29.4 lbf/in a

absolute for an atmospheric reference of 14.4 lbf/in a

absolute. The pressure calibration unit also monitors the

atmospheric reference pressure. If the atmospheric

pressure changes, the transducer in the pressure

calibration unit will sense it and correct the pressure

data automatically.

All temperatures, including the wall surface

temperatures and the wind-tunnel total temperatures,

were measured using the isothermal thermocouple-

junction reference block. The thermocouple voltages

from the reference block were digitized using a NEFF

Model 620 Series 400** multiplexed 16-bit analog-to-

digital converter. The input voltage for the thermocouple
channels was 0-5 mV.

Data acquisition was carried out by a Digital Alpha

server model 2100 _ running the standard NASA Glenn

data acquisition software. This software retrieved the

pressure data from the ESP system and the voltage data

from the NEFF analog-to-digital converter and

converted these data into engineering units. This

**NEFFInstrument Colporafion, Mom'ovia, California.
ttCompaq Computer Colporation, Houston, Texas.

software allowed the data to be recorded and displayed

on computer screens in either graphical or numerical

formats at an update rate of 1/sec.

All pressures measured during this test, including the

boundary-layer rake and wind-tunnel facility

pressures have an nncertainty of _+0.006 lbf/in 2 absolute

(_+0.03-0.2 percent). All temperatures measured during

this test, including surface temperature and wind-tunnel

total temperatures, have an uncertainty of _+2.3 °F

(_+0.4 percent).

Test Conditions

During the test, the tunnel total temperature ranged

from 630 °R (at Mach 2.0) to 500 °R (at Mach 0.05).

The tunnel total pressure ranged from 25 lbf/in 2

absolute (at Mach 2.0) to 14 lbf/in 2 absolute (at

Mach 0.05).

For each test, approximately 4.0 hr were needed to

collect all of the data, including 3.5 hr of main drive

operation (Mach 0.25-2.00) and 0.5 hr using air dryer

building fans (Mach 0.05-0.10). A complete sweep of

Mach numbers, ranging from 0.05 to 2.00, was

conducted in each test. Each data reading is an average

of 20 data points. These data points were sampled at a

rate of 1 sample/sec. Three readings were taken at each
Mach number.
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Wind-Tunnel Rake Evaluation Results 1.2

Standard compressible turbulent boundary-layer

relations 8 were used to compute the velocity profiles,

momentum thickness, and Reynolds number based on
momentum thickness from the wind-tunnel data at

Mach numbers 0.3-2.0. A Mathcad ®++ program was

written to automate the data reduction process and the

boundary analysis. To analyze the wind-tunnel data, the

following steps were used:

1. The boundary-layer velocity profiles were

computed from the rake pitot pressures.

2. The compressible turbulent boundary-layer

velocity profiles were collapsed for Mach numbers

from 0.3 to 2.0 using the van Driest effective

velocity concept. 8

3. The skin friction was predicted using the van
Driest II skin friction correlation. 9

4. The skin friction was computed using the Clanser

plot method. 10

5. The skin friction was computed using the Preston
tube method. 11

6. The skin friction results obtained from the Clanser

plot and the Preston tube methods were compared

with the van Driest II prediction.

Rake Pitot Pressure Profiles

Because most compressible turbulent boundary-layer

theories assume adiabatic walls, figure 11 shows a plot

of the ratio of the wall temperature (T,) to the

adiabatic-wall temperature (Ta,) of the wind-tunnel
test. The wall temperature is approximately adiabatic

for most flow conditions. The wind-tunnel test began

with a slightly cold wall (T,/Ta, = 0.96) at Mach 1.972.

Toward the end of the test, the wall gets slightly hotter

(T,/Ta, = 1.02) at Mach 0.294.

Figures 12-15 show the pitot pressure profiles

measured by the new rake and the conventional rake for

boundary-layer-edge Mach numbers ranging from

0.294 to 1.972. Despite numerous differences in the

physical rake designs, the results from both rakes agree

for subsonic, transonic, and supersonic Mach numbers.

The agreement is very good for Mach 0.294. At Mach

numbers higher than 0.294, the pitot pressures from the

conventional rake are slightly higher than the new rake

in the near-wall region. This discrepancy will be

examined more closely in the following section.

I---

)
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I

1.1

1.0

.9

.8

Oor O_O..G,__O oODoC 000
0
C

.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Mach number at boundary layer edge (Me)
990356

Figure 11. Wall temperature ratio at the rake location.
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Figure 12. Boundary-layer pitot pressure profile,

M e = 0.294
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Figure 13. Bonndary-layer pitot pressure profile,

:H:MathSoft,Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts. M e = 0.794.
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Figure 14. Boundary-layer pitot pressure profile,

M e = 1.139.
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U

The boundary-layer thickness (at _ = 0.99) in the

wind tunnel at the rake location rangesefrom 3.12 in. at

Mach 1.972 to 5.03 in. at Mach 0.294. Because the new

rake is only 2.94-in. high, it did not cover the full wind-

tunnel wail boundary layer. Nevertheless, a full pitot

pressure profile was required for the bonndary-

layer analysis.

As figures 12-15 show, the agreement between the

two rakes is good, especially in the region away from

the wail. Consequently, the pitot pressure ratios from the

conventional rake were used to complete the new rake

pitot pressure profiles in the boundary-layer analysis. At

y locations lower than 2.94 in., the pitot pressures from

the new rake were used. At y locations higher than

2.94 in., the pitot pressures were computed as follows:

(Ppitot)new

= Ppitot [ X (Ptunnel total)new
P tunnel totctl Jcom

The boundary-layer velocity profiles were computed

from the combined pitot pressure profiles and the new

rake wind-tunnel test conditions.

Wind-Tunnel Boundary-Layer Velocir Profiles

The van Driest effective velocity concept (as outlined

in reference 8, page 544) was used to correlate the

compressible turbulent boundary-layer velocity profiles

for Mach numbers ranging from 0.294 to 1.972. Using

this technique, the compressible boundary-layer

velocity profiles at different free-stream Mach numbers

can be collapsed into one curve and compared with the

standard incompressible logarithmic-law velocity

profile.

Figures 16-19 compare the turbulent boundary-layer

velocity profiles in dimensionless wail units (y+ and U +)

with the van Driest logarithmic law (shown as a straight

line). The symbol U + is defined to be the van Driest

effective velocity (Ueq) divided by the wall friction

velocity (u 0. The wall friction velocity was computed

from the skin friction coefficient that was obtained using

the Preston tube method and the Bradshaw-Unsworth 12

correlation. The logarithmic-law constants of K = 0.41

and B = 5 are the standard incompressible values

recommended in reference 8.

4o

-- U+= _ Ln(y+)+5

O New rake
A Conventional rake
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Figure 17. Boundary-layer velocity profile, M e = 0.794.
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Figure 18. Boundary-layer velocity profile, M e = 1.139.

The boundary-layer velocity profiles are seen to have

the standard logarithmic profile for all Mach numbers.

Although the slopes of the data in the linear

logarithmic-law region match the van Driest logarithmic

law well, U ÷ values from both of the rakes are

approximately 2.3-4.5 percent greater than the

van Driest logarithmic-law line.

The data points from the new rake lie on a straight

line in the logarithmic-law region. The slope of the new

rake data also matches the slope of the standard

logarithmic-law line. These observations give strong

support that the new rake probes, including the ones

closest to the wall, indicated the correct total pressure

values. The new rake provides good resolution of the

logarithmic region, and the data blend smoothly into the

boundary-layer-wake region. The first data point off the

wall has a y+ value of approximately 200 to 300. The

large number of data points in the linear logarithmic-law

region is helpful for calculating the boundary-layer skin

friction with the Clanser plot method.

4O
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-- U+= _ Ln (y+)+5

O New rake
zx Conventional rake

U +

30

25

20

15 i i l llllli i i l llllli i
le. 2 le+3 le+4 le. 5
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990364

Figure 19. Boundary-layer velocity profile, M e = 1.972.

The conventional rake data points closest to the wall

are noticeably higher than the new, curved rake data.

Additionally, the conventional rake data points depart

from the slope of the standard logarithmic-law line. This

discrepancy is caused by the high total pressure

indications by the conventional rake observed in the

Rake Pitot Pressure Profiles section. Because the

conventional rake uses larger pitot probes than the new

rake does and the total pressure readings are toward the

high side, the first few probes of the conventional rake

might be susceptible to the problem of probe centerline

displacement effect mentioned in the New Rake Design

section.

Skin Friction Results

The skin friction values were calculated using the

following four different methods:

• The Clanser plot method with the van Driest

logarithmic law. The van Driest logarithmic law

provides a convenient way to estimate the fiat-plate

skin friction.

• The Clauser plot method with the Fenter-Stalmach

logarithmic law. 10
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• ThePrestontubemethodwith the Bradshaw-
Unsworthcalibrationequation.12

• ThePrestontubemethodwiththeAllencalibration
equation.11

TheClauserplotmethodsuserakedata,andthePreston
tubemethodsusePrestontubedata.

TheClauserplotmethodfitsthemeasuredturbulent
boundary-layervelocityprofile to a compressible
logarithmiclaw to get theskinfrictionvalue.Two
differentlogarithmiclawswereused,thevanDriestand
theFenter-Stalmachlogarithmiclaws.

ThePrestontubemethod(asoutlinedinreference11)
wasusedwiththeBradshaw-UnsworthandtheAllen
calibrationequations.Thesemethodshavebeenfound11
to providethe bestcorrelationsfor compressible
turbulentboundarylayers.

Fourdifferentvaluesof skinfrictionwerecomputed
from the wind-tunneldatausingthe appropriate
theories.Thesevaluesthenweretransformedintothe
incompressibleplaneusingthevanDriestII correlation

and comparedwith the incompressibleKarman-
Schoenherrcorrelationasdescribedinreference9.

Figure20showsaplotof theresults.TheReynolds
numberandtheskin frictioncoefficienthavebeen
transformedintotheincompressibleplaneto facilitate
comparisonwith theKarman-Schoenherrcorrelation.
ThetransformedReynoldsnumberbasedonmomentum
thicknessisapproximately7.5x 104forMach2.0flow,
thenincreasestoamaximumof 1.5x 105forMach0.7
flowbeforedecreasingto approximately8 x 104for
Mach0.3flow.

Themajorityoftheresultscanbeseento agreewith
theKarman-Schoenherrcorrelationtoapproximately_+5
percent,whichis within the expectedaccuracyof
currentskinfrictiontheoriesandtheuncertaintiesofthe
pastdatausedto correlatethesetheories.9In general,
theClauserplotmethodusedwiththeFenter-Stalmach
logarithmiclawandthePrestontubemethodusedwith
theBradshaw-Unsworthequationcorrelatebetterwith
eachotherandwiththeKarman-Schoenherrtheorythan
othermethodsdo.
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Figure 20. Skin friction coefficient distribution.
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Conclusion

The design, fabrication, and wind-tunnel testing of a

new, curved, boundary-layer rake have been described.

This new boundary-layer rake will be used in

F-15B/Flight Test Fixture flight research projects that

require detailed surveys of the turbulent bonndary layer.

A design feature unique to this rake is its curved rake

body, which allows pitot tubes to be clustered more

densely in the near-wall region than conventional rakes
allow.

The new rake was found to have good aerodynamic

performance. The wind-tunnel test of the rake was
conducted in the NASA Glenn Research Center 8 × 6

Supersonic Wind Tunnel at Mach numbers ranging from

0 to 2. The pitot pressures from the new rake agreed

with data from a conventional rake over the range of

Mach numbers tested. The bonndary-layer profiles

computed from the rake data were shown to have the

standard logarithmic-law profile. Skin friction values

computed from the rake data using the Clanser plot

methods agreed with the Preston tube results and the

van Driest II compressible skin friction correlation to

approximately _+5percent.

In addition to having good aerodynamic performance,

the new rake design was found to be structurally rugged.

Results from finite-element stress analysis of the new

rake design showed very high factors of safety for both

wind-tunnel and flight conditions. The rake also passed

a ground vibration test in which random vibration

measuring 12 g rms was applied for 20 min in each of
the three normal directions.
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